We present two characterisations of FS domains, using the upper and the lower power domain construction, respectively. These characterisations have a common structure and thus can be generalised from the two power constructions to arbitrary premonads. The resulting classes of domains are considered in general, and some special instances are studied in greater detail. They form classes of domains which lie in between the class of retracts of bi nite domains and FS.
Introduction
The category CONT of continuous dcpo's (\domains") and Scott continuous functions is not Cartesian closed, i.e., closed under nite products and function space formation 1, p. 42]. Thus, people looked for full subcategories of CONT which are Cartesian closed, and in particular for maximal ones. Some time ago, the category FC of nitely continuous dcpo's (or retracts of bi nite domains) was considered as a candidate 6]. It is Cartesian closed, but its maximality is still an open question. Later, Achim Jung 7] came up with the category FS of nitely separated domains, which is a maximal Cartesian closed full subcategory of CONT if one restricts attention to pointed dcpo's (those with ?). FS contains FC, but it is an open question whether FS and FC are di erent or coincide. The probabilistic power domain construction P , introduced by Jones and Plotkin 4, 5] , is an endofunctor of CONT. However, it is not known whether it is an endofunctor of any Cartesian closed full subcategory of CONT. Several candidate categories are ruled out by explicit counterexamples. The remaining ones are FC and FS, yet it is still unknown whether any of these two is closed under P 12] . The story told above indicates that we still do not know enough about FC, FS, P , and their relationship. The paper at hand adds something to this knowledge by providing several new characterisations of FS domains, equivalent to the original one given by Jung, and by identifying a class of domains in between FC and FS, characterised using the probabilistic powerdomain. Unfortunately, this does not solve any of the open problems stated above, but we hope that it gives useful hints which may lead to a solution in the future.
FS Domains Characterised by Lower and Upper
Power Domains
After de ning FC and FS domains, we shall develop two equivalent characterisations of FS domains, rst with upper power domains, then with lower ones. 
FC and FS domains

Characterising FS Domains by Lower Power Domains
The lower power domain LD where the equality in the last line relies on the fact that everything is nite (in general, a least upper bound in a lower power domain is not union, but union followed by closure An FC domain is also an M-FS domain for every premonad M whatsoever.
Some Classes in between
By choosing suitable premonads, some domain classes in between FC and FS can be established. We shall consider Plotkin power domain, probabilistic power domain, and lower bag domain. 
Closure under Retracts
Some Special Cases
Our general theorem about preservation of M-FS by F has several interesting special cases. One special case is M being the identity premonad I. Every functor trivially commutes with I by taking C D = id D . Hence, we obtain| using FC = I-FS|the following theorem (which was known previously): As already mentioned, all premonads occurring in this paper actually are locally continuous monads. The monads L, U, and C preserve niteness, while P , P 0 , and B do not. Thus, L, U, and C preserve FC, and L and U preserve FS because of FS = L-FS = U-FS. (In fact, L does much better; it maps any domain whatsoever to a continuous lattice, which is in FC and so in all M-FS classes.) Since P , P 0 , and B do not preserve niteness, the theorems in this paper do not apply to them. In fact, it is not known whether P or P 0 preserve FC or FS. From 2], it is known, however, that B does not preserve FC, nor FS.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have derived equivalent characterisations of FS domains using lower or upper power domains. In generalising these descriptions, we have de ned a whole bunch of domain classes, one for every premonad. The more interesting of these classes lie in between FC and FS, partially bridging the gap between these two classes. Unfortunately, we were not able to settle any of the big open questions, namely, whether FC and FS actually coincide, and whether P or P 0 preserve FC or FS. However, we hope that the results of this paper may provide valuable hints in a future, more successful treatment of these questions.
